COMMERCIAL CHARTER

Delivering Excellence
in Air Freight Services
and Logistics
Around the world, each and every day, leading shippers, integrators, freight
forwarders, manufacturers, and other organizations depend on Atlas Air
to safely, efficiently and cost-effectively carry their cargo on charter flights.
Atlas Air offers charter options that can be
tailored to your specific requirements. With our
Boeing 747-400F/-8F cargo aircraft, Atlas Air
offers high-quality on-time service, extensive
operational knowledge, and global expertise in
transporting all-sized goods around the globe.
Atlas Air’s custom-made solutions serve the most
demanding customers and supply chains from
one-time, ad hoc charters to extensive long-term
charter operations.
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Powering Time-Definite Industries
Atlas Air delivers time-sensitive products and
equipment to major markets around the globe:
• Technology and consumer goods
• Retail and high-end fashion
• Fresh flowers and perishables
• Infrastructure equipment
• Drilling and excavation equipment
• Entertainment charters: major concerts,
shows, and exhibitions
• Motor sports events
• Pharmaceuticals
• Livestock

Newest Fleet
Atlas Air operates the world’s largest fleet of Boeing
747 Freighters—both 747-400s and 747-8Fs. They
are maintained to the highest standards, providing
dispatch reliability for flights at a moment’s
notice. Our fleet is equipped with state-of-the-art
technology, and provides our customers real-time
monitoring applications including live temperature
control updates.

Outsize and Specialty Freight

COMMERCIAL CHARTER
BENEFITS
• Ad hoc or charter programs
• Tailor-made solutions
• Customized in-flight VIP
experiences
• Global footprint and
unmatched operational
support

Contact Us
One of our charter specialists
is ready to help you plan your
next flight.
Learn more about the
Atlas Air experience by
contacting us at:
Europe, Middle East,
India & Africa
+44.7879.621.747
Asia Pacific
+852.9226.3176
North America
+1.914.701.8068
chartersales@atlasair.com
Visit us at: www.atlasair.com

Atlas Air has extensive experience carrying
outsize and specialty freight across the globe.
From oil and gas, sea containers, and complex
heavy machinery, Atlas Air can support all types
of advanced cargo.

AOG Coverage/Humanitarian Aid
Atlas Air’s fast reacting operations team
can mobilize and support AOG aircraft and
humanitarian efforts at a moment’s notice.
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